Blockchain is software.
It’s as simple as that.
Consensus, not hierarchy
A new way to transact

**Distributed**
Truth and proof are certified by all participants, rather than by a central authority.

**Secure**
The connected and cryptographic nature of the chain makes the ledger secure.

**Transparent**
Allows for equitable and efficient delivery of services like copyright and payments.

Blockchain creates trust in transactions and improves customer relationships.
Blockchain 101

Block 0
- Index: 0
- Timestamp: 17:15 1/1/2017
- Data: blockData
  - hash: 0xe34ad..55
- Previous hash: 0

Block 1
- Index: 1
- Timestamp: 17:17 1/1/2017
- Data: block1data
  - hash: 0xf6e1da2..deb
- Previous hash: 0xe34ad..55

Block 2
- Index: 2
- Timestamp: 17:19 1/1/2017
- Data: block2data
  - hash: 0x932e6d1f..36a21
- Previous hash: 0xf6e1da2..deb
What is value?
Non Fungible Token (NFT)
Smart Contracts
Stacks of apps called dapps
YES
Intellectual Property and Digital Assets
Art
Publishing
Music
MOR.earth

Technology for the Anthropocene
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